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Recap: Exposure Bias

❑ Training with teacher forcing leads to 
exposure bias at generation time
o During training, our model’s inputs are 

gold context tokens from real, human-
generated texts 

o At generation time, our model’s inputs are 
previously–decoded tokens
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Recap: RL for addressing Exposure Bias
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❑ Scheduled sampling
❑ Dataset Aggregation
❑ Sequence re-writing
❑ Reinforcement Learning

(Bahdanau et. al., 2017)

REINFORCE (Ranzato et al., 2016)

Actor-Critic

❑ BLEU (machine translation) 
❑ ROUGE (summarization) 
❑ CIDEr/ SPIDEr (image captioning)

RL Rewards

Evaluation metrics are merely proxies for task quality! 



Many Varieties of Structured Prediction!
❑Models: 

o RNN-based decoders 
o Convolution/self attentional decoders 
o CRFs w/ local factors 

❑ Training algorithms: 
o Maximum likelihood w/ teacher forcing 
o Sequence level likelihood w/ dynamic programs 
o Reinforcement learning/minimum risk training 
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Types of Prediction

❑Two classes (binary classification)

❑Multiple classes (multi-class classification)

❑Exponential/infinite labels (structured prediction)
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Why Call it “Structured” Prediction?
❑Classes are to numerous to enumerate 

❑Need some sort of method to exploit the problem structure to 
learn efficiently 

❑ Example of “structure”, the following two outputs are similar
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Structured Prediction: Sequence Labeling
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E.g., Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging

E.g., Named entity recognition using BIO scheme



Why Model Interactions in Output?

❑Consistency is important!
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Sequence Labeling 
as Independent Classification
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Structured prediction task, but not structured 
prediction model: multi-class classification



Sequence Labeling 
with Bi-LSTM
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Still not modeling output structure! 
Outputs are independent



Sequence Labeling 
with Recurrent Decoder
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Challenges

❑ Independent classification models: 
o Strong independence assumptions 
o No guarantee of valid or consistent structures

❑History-based/sequence-to-sequence models 
o No independence assumptions 
o Cannot calculate exactly! Require approximate search 
o Exposure bias
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Teacher Forcing and Exposure Bias

❑ Teacher Forcing: 
o The system is trained receiving only the correct inputs during training

❑ Exposure Bias: 
o At inference time, it receives the previous predictions, which could be wrong! 
o → The model has never been "exposed" to these errors, and fails.
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Models w/ Local Dependencies: 
Conditional Random Fields
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Recap: Discriminative vs Generative
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P(Y,X)
❑ Model observations (x,y) first, then infer p(y|x)
❑ Good for missing variables, better diagnostics
❑ Easy to add prior knowledge about data

P(Y|X)
❑ Only care about estimating the conditional 

probabilities
❑ Very good when underlying distribution of 

data is really COMPLICATED (e.g., texts, 
images, movies)



Recap: Models
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Classification Structured 
Prediction

Generative Naïve Bayes HMM
Discriminative Logistic Regression CRF



Models w/ Local Dependencies
❑ Some independence assumptions on the output space, but 

not entirely independent (local dependencies) 

❑ Exact and optimal decoding/training via dynamic programs
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Conditional Random Fields



Local Normalization vs. Global Normalization

❑ Locally normalized models: each decision made by the model has a 
probability that adds to one

❑ Globally normalized models (a.k.a. energy-based models): each 
sequence has a score, which is not normalized over a particular 
decision
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Conditional Random Fields
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Potential Functions
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❑ Using neural features in DNN:

❑ Simpler version:



BiLSTM-CRF for Sequence Labeling
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Training & Decoding of CRF: 
Viterbi & Forward-Backward Algorithm
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CRF Training & Decoding

❑Training: computing the partition function Z(X)

❑Decoding: 
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Go through the output space of Y which grows 
exponentially with the length of the input sequence.



Output Interactions: Motivation for 
Dynamic Programming

❑ Each label depends on the input, and the nearby labels
❑ But given adjacent labels, others do not matter
❑ If we knew the score of every sequence 𝑦!, . . , 𝑦"#!, we could 

compute easily the score of sequence 𝑦!, . . , 𝑦"#!, 𝑦"
❑ So, we really only need to know the score of all the 

sequences ending in each 𝑦"#!
❑ Think of this as some “pre-calculation” that happens before 

we think about 𝑦"
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Forward Calculation: Initial Part
❑ First, calculate transition from <S> and emission of the first word for every POS
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Forward Calculation: Middle Parts
❑ For middle words, calculate the scores for all possible previous POS tags
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log 𝑠𝑢𝑚 exp 𝑥, 𝑦 = log(exp 𝑥 + exp(𝑦))



Forward Calculation: Final Part
❑ Finish up the sentence with the sentence final symbol
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Revisiting the Partition Function

❑Cumulative score of ”</s>" at position L+1 now is the sum of 
all paths, equal to partition function Z(X)! 

❑ Subtract this from (log) score of true path to calculate global 
log likelihood to use as loss function. 
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Argmax Search
❑ Forward step: Instead of log_sum_exp, use "max", maintain back-pointers

❑ Backward step: Re-trace back-pointers from end to beginning
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The naïve (brute force) computations for Evaluation, 
Decoding, and Marginals take exponential time, O(K^T)

The forward-backward algorithm and Viterbi algorithm 
run in polynomial time, O(T*K^2) – Thanks to dynamic 
programming!



Forward-Backward Algorithm
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Sum-product Belief Propagation (BP) on a CRF



Forward-Backward Algorithm
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Sum-product Belief Propagation (BP) on a CRF



Forward-Backward Algorithm
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Sum-product Belief Propagation (BP) on a CRF

• Let’s show the possible 
values for each variable 

• One possible assignment 
• And what the 7 factors 

think of it …



Viterbi Algorithm: Most Probable Assignment
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Max-product Belief Propagation (BP) on a CRF

• So p(v a n) = (1/Z) * product weight of one path



Forward-Backward Algorithm: Find Marginals
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Sum-product Belief Propagation (BP) on a CRF

Product gives ax+ay+az+bx+by+bz+cx+cy+cz = total weight of paths

Found by dynamic 
programming: matrix-
vector products
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Forward-Backward Algorithm: Find Marginals
Sum-product Belief Propagation (BP) on a CRF
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"backward" step in traditional CRFs handled 
by our neural net/ autograd toolkit.



Data Structures to Marginalize Over
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Fully Connected Lattice/Trellis Sparsely Connected Lattice/Graph

Hyper-graphs Fully Connected Graph

e.g., linear-chain CRF e.g., speech recognition lattice, trees

e.g., multiple tree candidates e.g., full seq2seq models, dynamic 
programming not possible



Generalized Dynamic Programming Models

❑ Decomposition Structure: What structure to use, and thus also what 
dynamic programming to perform? 

❑ Featurization: How do we calculate local scores? 
❑ Score Combination: How do we combine together scores? e.g. 

log_sum_exp, max (concept of "semi-ring") 
❑ Example: pytorch-struct
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https://github.com/harvardnlp/ pytorch-struct  



Questions?
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Naïve Bayes vs HMM vs CRF
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Naïve Bayes for POS tagging
❑ Treat each word-tag pair (i.e. token) as independent. This corresponds 

to a Naïve Bayes model with a single feature (the word).
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Hidden Markov Model
❑ HMM provides a joint distribution over the the sentence/tags with an 

assumption of dependence between adjacent tags.
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HMMs: History
❑Markov chains: Andrey Markov (1906) 

o Random walks and Brownian motion 

❑ Used in Shannon’s work on information theory (1948) 
❑ Baum-Welsh learning algorithm: late 60’s, early 70’s. 

o Used mainly for speech in 60s-70s. 

❑ Late 80’s and 90’s: David Haussler (major player in 
learning theory in 80’s) 
o began to use HMMs for modeling biological sequences 

❑Mid-late 1990’s: Dayne Freitag/Andrew McCallum 
o Freitag thesis with Tom Mitchell on IE from Web using logic programs, 

grammar induction, etc. 
o McCallum: multinomial Naïve Bayes for text – With McCallum, IE using 

HMMs on CORA
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Higher-order HMMs
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Issues of HMMs

❑HMM models capture dependences between each state and 
only its corresponding observation
o In NLP, each state may depend not just on a single word, but also on 

local features of the whole, such as line length, indentation, amount 
of white space, etc

❑Mismatch between learning objective function and prediction 
objective function: P(Y,X) vs P(Y|X)
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Conditional Random Field (CRF)
❑ Conditional distribution over tags 𝑋! given words 𝑤! . 
❑ The factors and 𝑍 are now specific to the sentence 𝑤.
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Conditional Random Field (CRF)
❑ This linear-chain CRF is just like an HMM, 

except that its factors are not necessarily probability distributions
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HMM (Generative) vs. Discriminative (CRF)

❑ Liang & Jordan (ICML 2008) compares 
HMM and CRF with identical features 
o Dataset 1: (Real) 

WSJ Penn Treebank (38K train, 5.5K test) – 45 
part-of-speech tags 

o Dataset 2: (Artificial) 
Synthetic data generated from HMM learned 
on Dataset 1 (1K train, 1K test)

❑ POS Tagging
o Using same set of features: HMM >=< 

CRF
o Using additional overlapping features: 

CRF+ >> HMM
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Model is 
misspecified

Model is 
well-specified



Summary: Learning and Inference

❑For discrete variables:
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Learning Marginal 
Inference

MAP 
Inference

HMM MLE by counting Forward-
backward

Viterbi

Linear-chain 
CRF

Gradient based – doesn’t 
decompose because of 
Z(x) and requires marginal 
inference

Forward-
backward

Viterbi


